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An American school of deconstructive criticism developed out of Jacques Derrida's work. Its
leading proponents were Paul de Man and J. Hillis Miller. While Derrida sought to dislocate
the assumptions of metaphysics in philosophy, these critics were concerned with the disloca-
tion of naive assumptions about meaning in literary texts. Texts are figuralor rhetorical, and
they refer endlessly to other texts, not to a knowable presence of truth or to determinable
meanings that might, as the New Critics assumed, be said to constitute "universals." In this
selection, Barbara Johnson, a student of de Man and herself a leading practitioner of
American deconstruction, explains how the Freneh concern with "writing" is linked to the
deconstructive project.

How is it that the word "writing" has come to be considered a critical term? Isn't
"writing" simply one of those aspects of literature that can be taken for granted? Isn't it
merely the medium through which a reader encounters words on a page - for example,
these?

Every essay in this volume communicates to some extent by means oJthe very thing it
is talking about. Nowhere is this more obvious than in the case of writing. An essay
about writing, therefore, is an unclosable loop: it is an attempt to comprehend that which
it is comprehended by. The non-Euclidean logic of such reciprocal inclusion has often
itself been an object of attention in recent theoretical discussions of writing. That is only
one of the consequences that the study of writing has entailed.

Writing about writing is hardly a new phenomenon, however. From Omar Khayyam's
moving finger to Rousseau's trembling hand, from the broken tables of Moses to the
purloined letters of Poe and Alice Walker, from Borges's encyclopedia to Wordsworth's
lines left upon a seat in a yew tree, images of writing in writing testify to an enduring
fascination with the mechanics and materiality of the written word. A comprehensive
treatment of the question of writing is obviously beyond the scope of the present essay. 1
will therefore concentrate on a particular recent moment of reflection about writing - the
theoretical "revolution" in France in 1967 - which has had a decisive impact upon the
shape of literary studies today.

Writing (l'ecriture) carne to philosophical, psychoanalytic, and literary prominence in
France in the 1960s, primarily through the work of Jacques Derrida, Roland Barthes, and
other writers who were at that time associated with the journal Tel Que/. Philippe Sollers,
in a "Program" that heads the group's collective theoretical volume, proclairned in 1967:
"A comprehensive theory arising out of a thought about the
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practice of writing cries out for elaboration." Writing, it seerned, was to become the key
to ali mythologies. The sudden spectacular interest in writing sprang from many different
sources, some of which 1will outline quickly here.

As early as 1953, in Writing Degree Zero, Roland Barthes had investigated the
paradoxicaI relationship that existed in the nineteenth century in France between the
development of a concept of Literature (with a capital L) and the growing sense of a
breakdown in the representational capacities of language. Literature was in some ways
being exalted as a substitute religion, but it was a religion whose high priests seemed only
to procJaim the obscurity, irnperfection, or unreliability of their own medium. The proper
names associated with the elaboration of both sides of this phenomenon are Flaubert and
Mallarme. These writers, says Barthes, constructed the object Literature in the very act of
announcing its death. In later essays, Barthes lays out a theory of Iiterature based on a
split between the cJassic notion of a work (oeuvre) - considered as a cJosed, finished,
reliable representational object - and the modern notion of a text - considered as an open,
infinite process that is both meaning-generating and meaning-subverting. "Work" and
"text" are thus not two different kinds of object but two different ways of viewing the
written word. What interests Barthes is the tension between the concept of Literature and
the concept of textuality. While Literature is seen as a series of discrete and highly
meaningfuI Great Works, textuality is the manifestation of an open-ended,
heterogeneous, disruptive force of signification and erasure that transgresses ali cJosure -
a force that is operative even within the Great Works themselves.

Closure versus subversion, product versus practice, meaning-containing object versus
significance-scattering process: Barthes' theory of writing owes a great deal, as we shall
see, both to Marxism and to psychoanalysis. But the Tel Quel writers' involvement with
Marxism and psychoanalysis takes on its particular coloring, strangely enough, through
the mediation of Saussurian linguistics. How does this happen?

In his Course in General Linguistics (first published by his students in 1916, with new
editions in 1948 and 1966), Ferdinand de Saussure mapped out a science of linguistics
based not on the historicaI ("diachronic") development of families of languages but on
the structural ("synchronic") properties of language "as sucb," frozen in time as a system.
This "structuralist" perspective, also developed in the 1950s in anthropology by Claude
Levi-Strauss, involves viewing the system as a set of relations among elements governed
by rules. The favorite analogy for such systems is chess: whatever the particular
properties of an individual "man" (ivory, wood, plastic), the "rnan" is involved in a
system of moves and relations that can be known and manipulated in themselves. From
the structural point of view, there is no difference between ivory and plastic. There is
difference between king, queen, and knight, or between white and black.

Saussure's most enduring contribution has been his description of the sign as the unit
of the language system. The sign is composed of two parts: a mental image or concept
(the "signified"), and a phonic or graphic vehicJe (the "signifier"). The sign is thus both
conceptual and material, sense and sound, spirit and letter at once. The existence of
numerous languages indicates that the relation between the signifier and the signified in
any given sign is arbitrary (there is no natural resemblance between sound and idea), but
once fixed, that relation becomes a convention that cannot be modified at will by any
individual speaker. By thus deciding that what is relevant to
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a structural study of language is neither history ("diachrony") nor reality (the "referent")
bUI rather the system of differential relations among signs, Saussure set up a
tremendously enabling, as weil as limiting, heuristic perspective for analysis. And by
asserting that signs signify not as independently meaningfui units corresponding to
extemal objects but as elements whose value is generated by their difference from
neighboring elements in the system, Saussure put forth a notion of difference (not
identity) as the origin of meaning.

Saussure's suspension of interest in history and the extemal world would seem to place
him at the farthest remove from Marxism. But theorists of writing saw a connection
between the signifier/signified relation and the materialismlidealism relation: If the
signifier was the material condition of the existence of ideas, then the privileging of the
signified resembled the fetishization of commodities resulting from bourgeois idealism's
blindness to labor and to the material conditions of economic existence. The liberation of
the signifier, the rebellion against idealist repressions, and the unleashing of the forces of
difference and desire against the law and order of identity were ali part of the program for
change that developed in France in the 1960s. Whether linguistic materiality and
economic materiality are linked only by analogy, or whether there is some profound
interimplication between them, is still a subject for debate today. But whatever the case,
the repressive retum to order that followed the strikes and demonstrations in France in
May 1968 squelched the optimism of those who might have believed in any simple
connection between liberating the signifier and changing the class structure of society.

The understanding of what it might mean to liberate the signifier also had roots in the
psychoanalytic theory of Jacques Lacan. For many years prior to the 1966 publication of
his Ecrits (Writings), Lacan had been conducting a seminar in which he attempted to
work out a radicaIly new way of reading Freud. What he emphasized in Freud's writing
was the discovery that "the unconscious is structured like a language." The unconscious
is structured. It is not a reservoir of amorphous drives and energies but a system of
articulations through which repressed ideas retum in displaced form. Freud's comparison
of a dream to a rebus is extended as an analogy for ali effects of the unconscious: just as
each element in a rebus must be translated separately in order to decipher the total
message, so each element in a dream is a knot of associations that must be explored
without regard for the dream's surface coherence. Dreams, slips of the tongue,
parapraxes, hysterical symptoms, and other expressions of the unconscious are for Lacan
manifestations of a "signifying chain," a structure of associations that resembles an
unconscious foreign language. Consciousness attempts to disregard this language in order
to control and define the identity of the self, but the psychoanalyst's task is to attempt to
hear that language despite the ego's effarts to scramble it. Using the terminology of
Saussure, Lacan calls the units of unconscious expression "signifiers," linked to repressed
"signifieds." But the search for the signified can only take the form of a sliding along the
chain of signifiers. In other words, there is no one-ta-one link between signifier and
signified but rather an "effect of signified" generated by the movement from one signifier
to another. Freud never comes to the end of his dream analyses, never "solves" their
enigma, but it feels as though something like insight is achieved by following aut the
dreamer's chains of associations.

Lacan's troubling of Saussure's one-to-one link between signifiers and signifieds
actually tums aut to have its counterpart in Saussure's own work. Beginning in 1964,
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Jean Starobinski began publishing strange notebooks in which Saussure attempted to
prove that certain late Latin poems contained hidden proper names anagrammatically
dispersed throughout their texts. The poerns, in other words, contained extra signi-fiers,
readable only to those in the know. Whether or not these anagrams were a secret key to
late Latin poetics, the notion that the signifier could take the lead in creating poetic
effects appealed to students of poetry. Saussure's anagrams prompted Julia Kristeva,
among others, to theorize an anagrammatic (or paragrammatic) functioning in poetic
language as such.

The c1aim that signifiers can generate effects even when the signified is unknown
serves as the basis for Lacan's famous reading of Poe's story "The Purloined Letter." In
that story, an unscrupulous minister steals a compromising letter from the queen under
the unsuspecting eyes of the king. An amateur detective. Dupin, is commissioned by the
stymied prefect of police to get the letter back. Dupin suspects that the minister has
hidden the letter in plain sight, just as it had been when he stole it. Dupin then repeats the
minister's act and steals the letter back for the queen. Lacan emphasizes the way in which
the characters' actions are determined by the position of the letter among them. Neither
the letter's contents (the never-revealed "signified") nor the individual identities of the
people (the psychological equivalent of Saussure's ivory and wood chessmen) determine
the course of the plot. It is the movement of the letter that dictates the characters' actions.

The rebus, the anagram, and the letter are c1early ali manifestations of writing. They
are graphic, articulated, material instantiations of systems of marks that simultaneously
obscure and convey meaning. They are also something other than mere transcriptions of
the spoken word. In other words, they are not examples of phonetic writing. It is this
"something other" that must be kept in mind as we now tum to the work of the most
important Freneh theorist of writing, Jacques Derrida.

It was in 1967 that Derrida published three major books devoted to the question of
writing: Writing and Difference, Of Grammatology, and Speech and Phenomena. Derri-da's
project in these writings is to reevaluate the structuring principles of Western
metaphysics. Western philosophy, writes Derrida, has analyzed the world in terms of
binary oppositions: mind vs. body, good vs. evil, man vs. woman, presence vs. absence.
Each of these pairs is organized hierarchically: the first term is seen as higher or better
than the second. Aceording to Derrida, the opposition between speech and writing has
been structured similarly: speech is seen as immediacy, presence, life, and identity,
whereas writing is seen as deferment, absence, death, and difference. Speech is primary;
writing secondary. Derrida calls this privileging of speech as self-present meaning
"logocentrism. "

In his three volumes of 1967, Derrida gives rigorous attention to the paradox that the
Western tradition (the "Great Books") is filled with writings that privilege speech. By
closely analyzing those writings, Derrida attempts to uncover the ways in which the
Great Books rebel against their own stated intention to say that speech is better than
writing. What his analyses reveal is that even when a text tries to privilege speech as
immediacy, it cannot completely eliminate the fact that speech, Iike writing, is based on a
differance (a Derridean neologism meaning both "deferment" and "difference") between
signifier and signified inherent in the sign. Speakers do not beam meanings directly from
one mind to another. Immediacy is an illusion. Properties normally associated with
writing inevitably creep into a discussion designed to privilege speech. Thus, for
example, although Saussure wishes to treat speech as primary and writing as
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Meditation 6 Am 1thy gold? Or purse, Lord,
for thy wealth,

Whether in mine or mint refined for thee? I'm
counted so, but count me o'er thyself,

Lest gold washed face, and brass in heart 1be.
1 fear my touchstone touches when 1 try
Me and my counted gold too overly.

Am 1new minted by thy stamp indeed?
Mine eyes are dim; 1cannot cJearly see. Be

thou my spectacJes that 1 may read
Thine image and inscription stamped on me.
If thy bright image do upon me stand,
1am a golden angel in thy hand.

Lord, make my soul thy plate, thine image bright
Within the circJe of the same enfile

And on its brims in golden letters write
Thy superscription in an holy style.
Then 1 shalJ be thy money, thou my horde:
Let me thy angel be, be thou my Lord.

secondary for an understanding of language, he describes language as a "dictionary in the
head" or as "linear" - a spatial term more applicabJe to writing than to speech. Or, to take
another exampJe, when Socrates telis Phaedrus that proper teaching must take place
oraJly rather than in writing, he nevertheless ends up describing the truths such teaching
is supposed to reach as being "inscribed in the soul." Because a gap of heterogeneity and
distance is fundamental to the structure of language, Derrida sees "speech" as being
uItimately structured like "writing." This emphasis on writing as the more originary
category is designed to counter the history of logocentrism and to track the functioning of
differance in structures of signification.

Many literary texts seem in fact to stage some version of this encounter between the
search for spo ken immediacy or identity and the recourse to writing and difference. The
following poem by Edward Taylor (ca. 1642-1729), for example, does not seem to expect
to end up talking about writing:

Written in a style of extended metaphor known as the metaphysical conceit, this poem
sets out to express spiritual value in terms of material value (gold). The most obvious
figure for the conjunction between the spiritu al and the material is the word "angel,"
which means both a heavenly being and an old English coin. Through this
spiritual/material alJoy, the poem attempts to make human value both derive from and
coincide with divi ne value, to eliminate the space of difference or distance between the
human and the divine.

The poem is composed of a series of questions and imperatives addressed to God.
While these aim to alJeviate doubt, difference, and distance, they seem only to widen the
gap they attempt to cJose. Am 1 gold or purse? value-object or container? the poet asks.
He then pursues the first possibility, only to stumble upon a new inside/ outside
opposition: "Lest gold washed face, and brass in heart 1 be." The gold begins to resemble
a sign, with no guaranteed correlation between face (signi fier) and heart (signified). The
becoming-sign process continues in the second stanza, where the speaker is "starnped"
with an image and an inscription. The speaker is now a read er,
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and what he reads is himself. God has become an image, and a corrective lens. In the
final stanza, the text ("inscription") that was dimly decipherable in the second stanza
tums out not yet to have been written. While the poem still yeams for a perfectly
reciprocal container/contained relation ("1 shall be thy money, thou my horde"), this
relation now requires the active intervention of writing ("in golden letters writefThy
superscription"), In his increasingly aggressive submissiveness, the speaker tries to order
God to take his place as the writer.

From metal to image to letters, from touching to reading to writing, from counted to
almost-read to not-yet-written, the speaker seems to be farther away from coincidence
with God at the end th an he was at the beginning. The mediating elements only increase
the differance. Yet this differance is also the space of the poem's existence. The speaker
cannot write his way into an immediacy that would eliminate writing. Nor can he write
himself into a submissiveness great enough to overtake the fact that it is he, not God,
who writes. His conceit will never succeed in erasing the "conceit" of writing itself.

The logic of writing is thus a double logic: writing is call ed upon as a necessary
remedy for differance, but at the same time it is the very differance for which a remedy
must be sought. In Derrida's analyses of writing, this logic is calJed the logic of the
supplement. In Freneh, the word supplement means both an "addition" and a "substitute. "
To say that "A is a supplement to B" is thus to say something ambiguous. Addition and
substitution are not exactly contradictory, but neither can they be combined in the
traditional logic of identity. In the poem, the inscriptions, images, and even spectacJes
function as supplements: they are at on ce additions and substitutes simultaneously
bridging and widening the gap between God and the speaker. Some sense of the way in
which supplementary logic differs from the binary logic of identity (A = A) and
noncontradiction (A 1\ not A) may be derived from the following list. In this list, alJ
statements are to be taken as simultaneously equivalent to the statement "A is a
supplement to B." (In terms of the Taylor poem, say B = the presence of, or coincidence
with, God; and A = writing).

A is added to B.
A substitutes for B.
A is a superfluous addition to B.
A makes up for the absence of B.
A usurps the place of B.
A makes up for B's deficiency.
A corrupts the purity ofB.
A is necessary so that B can be restored.
A is an accident alienating B from itself.
A is that without which B would be lost.
A is that through which B is lost.
A is a danger to B.
A is a remedy to B.
A's fallacious charm seduces one away from B.
A can never satisfy the desire for B.
A protects against direct encounter with B.

Supplementary logic is not only the logic of writing - it is also a logic that can only
really exist in writing. That is, it is a nonintuitive logic that inheres (Lacan
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would say, "in-sists") in a text as a system of traces. Like an algebraic equation with
more than one unknown, supplementary logic cannot be held in the head but must be
worked out in external form. It is no accident that the word "differential" is central both
to caIculus and to Derrida's theory of writing.

Derrida's theory of writing turns out to have been, in fact, a theory of reading. The
epigraph to his Writing and Difference is a quotation from Mallarme: "Le tout sans
nouveaute qu'un espacement de la lecture" ("Ali without innovation except for a certain
spacing-out of reading"). What does it mean to introduce "space" into reading? For
Mallarme, it means two things. It means giving a signifying function to the materiality -
the blanks, the typefaces, the placement on the page, the punctuation - of writing. And it
also means tracking syntactic and semantic ambiguities in such a way as to generate
multiple, often conflicting, meanings out of a single utterance. The "meaning" of a
Mallarme text, Iike that of a drearn, cannot be grasped intuitively as a whole but must be
worked out rigorously by following each strand in a network of relations. What Derrida
generalizes and analyzes in other writings is this "spacing'' that Mallarme attempts to
maximize. In his reading of Plato's Phaedrus, for instance, Derrida follows the ambiguity
of the word pharmakon, which Plato uses to describe writing itself. If pharmakon can
mean both "poison" and "rernedy," what does it mean to call writing a pharmakon} As
Derrida points out, translators of Plato have rendered this word by choosing to favor one
side or the other of the ambiguity aceording to the context. They have subordinated its
ambiguity to their notion of what makes the most sense. They have thus subordinated
"writing" as spacing and ambiguity to "speech" as single intention. The ambiguity of the
poison / remedy relation is tamed thereby into something far less unsettling. "Sense" is
achieved, however, at a cost. To know the difference between poison and remedy may be
reassuring, but that reassurance may well make it difficult to come to grips with the
meaning of Socrates' death.

Thus "reading," for Derrida, involves following the "other" logics of structures of
signification inscribed in writing that may or may not be in conformity with traditional
logics of rneaning, identity, consciousness, or intention. It involves taking seriously the
elements that a standard reading disregards, overlooks, or edits out. Just as Freud
rendered dreams and slips of the tongue readable rather than dismissing them as mere
nonsense or error, so Derrida sees signifying force in the gaps, margins, figures, echoes,
digressions, discontinuities, contradictions, and ambiguities of a text. When one writes,
one writes more than (or less than, or other than) one thinks. The reader's task is to read
what is written rather than simply attempt to intuit what might have been meant.

The possibility of reading rnateriality, silence, space, and conflict within texts has
opened up extremely productive ways of studying the politics of language. If each text is
seen as presenting a major c1aim that attempts to dorninate, erase, or distort various
"other" c1aims (whose traces nevertheless remain detectabIe to a reader who goes against
the grain of the dominant claim), then "reading" in its extended sense is deeply involved
in questions of authority and power. One field of conflict and domination in discourse
that has been fruitfully studied in this sense is the field of sexual politics. Alice Jardine, in
Gynesis (1985), points out that since logocentric logic has been coded as "male," the
"other" logics of spacing, arnbiguity, figuration, and indirection are often coded as
"female," and that a eritique of logocentrism can enable a eritique of "phallocentrism" as
weil. A theory and practice of female writing (ecriture feminine)
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has been developed in France by such writers as Helene Cixous and Luce Irigaray, who
have attempted to write the specificity of female biological and ideological difference.
WhiJe Cixous, Irigaray, and others work on the relations between writing and the body,
many feminists on both sides of the AtIantic have been interested in the gender
implications of the relations between writing and silence. In The Madwoman in the Attic
(1979), Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar show how nineteenth-century women writers
struggle for authorship against the silence that has already been prescribed for them by
the patriarchal language they must both use and transform. Adrienne Rich also explores
the traces of women's silence in a collection of essays entitJed On Lies, Secrets, and
Silence (1979). These and other works have as their project the attempt to read the
suppressed, distorted, or disguised messages that women's writing has encoded. They
require a reading strategy that goes beyond apparent intentions or surface meanings, a
reading that takes full advantage of writing's capacity to preserve that which cannot yet,
perhaps, be deciphered.

The writings of Western male authorities have often encoded the silence, denigra
tion, or idealization not only of women but also of other "others." Edward Said, in
Orientalism (1978), analyzes the discursive fields of scholarship, art, and politics in
which the "Oriental" is projected as the "other" of the European. By reading against
the grain of the writers' intentions, he shows how European men of reason and
benevolence could inscribe a rationale for oppression and exploitation within their
very discourse of Enlightenment_
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